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You’re not just a fighter in Tarnished, but the leader of the Great Knights. As a brave knight in the
Lands Between, fight against the hordes of evil beasts with your comrades. Based on the fantasy
setting of the original KING’S SONG: DUNGEONS & DRAGONS and the action RPG of KING’S SONG:
WAR, Tarnished brings together old-fashioned fantasy and new-fashioned action with the interactive
storytelling of KING’S SONG: SONG OF WAR to create a completely new fantasy action RPG.
Synchronized with the TV anime KING’S SONG: DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, an exciting new fantasy
adventure unfolds in Tarnished! FEATURE BATTLE • Battle with Real-time Turn-based Action!
Tarnished is an action RPG where battles are resolved in real time and with a turn-based system,
letting you control character’s actions in an intuitive and intuitive way. • Select Your Equipment and
Customize Your Knights Equip high-quality weapons and armor to become a worthy knight of the
Elden Ring. In the process of maintaining your equipment, you can improve equipment by equipping
rarer weapons and armor. • Ride into Action with a Battle Cyclops A powerful attack that has the
potential to move the entire battlefield. Utilize this powerful move to attack your enemies. • A
Variety of Unique Fighting Styles In Tarnished, you can fight with a variety of fighting styles that
change according to your choice of weapons and armor. Whether you are a warrior fighting with a
large weapon, or a magic-user fighting with a small one, you will find a style that suits you best! •
Attack Often, and Power Up Your Knights Attack your enemies more frequently to grow your personal
Battle Power! As the Battle Power rises, Knights can use powerful moves such as their Special
Attacks. CUSTOMIZE YOUR KNIGHTS • Fully Customize Your Knights and Equip Them with
Unparalleled Items Pick from a variety of classes and equip them with the best weapons, armor, and
accessories that the Lands Between has to offer, all with different stats and properties. • From
Swords to Bows, Find the Right Weapon for You You can use a variety of swords, bows, axes, lances,
hammers, and shields to choose from. In addition, it is easy to find strong and
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Features Key:
Fantasy RPG
Brand new fantasy from A Realm Reborn
Four chapters for each class
Raids, battles, trade, and other events that change as you develop your character
Character development
Online play that connects you to others
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 A Realm Reborn, which will be released in Japan on January 30, 2017, is an action game developed by
Square Enix and published by Square Enix. Further details about A Realm Reborn and related materials will

be available at a later date.

------

For further information about A Realm Reborn and the game’s development, visit . In addition, we would like
to offer some clarification about the content in A Realm Reborn:

The game world is a simulated world, in which the law of gravity does not work. Players are free to
move around the world without restrictions.
Cutting corners is possible, which allows players to skip some of the events in the game. However,
an effect is applied to the party.
Players can explore their own maps on an open terrain map, according to their own system. It is also
possible to come into contact with non-players if you are traveling, thus allowing you to
spontaneously come into contact with others. However, because you are not the only ones who are
independent of time and space, it can sometimes be difficult to conclude which character is telling
the truth, and which is a false character who has infiltrated the party.
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